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Protecting and revitalizing Boggart Hole Clough Ancient Woodland Park
Proposal to relocate Boggart Hole Clough / Glen Avenue west pedestrian gate
Boggart Hole Clough Community Action Trust (BHCCAT), a democratic organization of volunteers founded in 2000,
works in partnership with, among others, Manchester City Council (MCC), the landowner of Boggart Hole Clough (BHC).
BHCCAT carries out an Equal Opportunities Policy ensuring everyone can participate in its activities.

References are made below to a Sketchplan – please see this Sketchplan on page 2.
25.8.2012: Diana Boateng told Peter Milner (BHCCAT Secretary) about security problems she & her neighbours
on Glen Avenue (Sketchplan: Houses A, B, C) have been experiencing, including one of their cars being set on
fire, the culprits escaping through the nearby pedestrian gate into BHC.
5.3.2013: Graham Wightman (MCC North Area Parks Manager) phoned Peter M requesting BHCCAT’s thoughts
re possible permanent closure of this pedestrian gate, a Public Right of Way, to resolve this security problem.
BHCCAT, in response, suggests relocating the pedestrian gate approximately 25 yards eastwards along Glen
Avenue so it is positioned at the end of Cobden Street (see Sketchplan), for the following reasons:
1. The existing gate, in a cul-de-sac corner, is only overlooked by 3 Glen Avenue houses (Sketchplan: Houses
A, B, C). The relocated gate would be overlooked by 5 Glen Avenue houses (Sketchplan: Houses A, B, C, D,
E). By relocating the gate to the centre of the view down Cobden Street it would also be visible from over
150 yards up the street: to pedestrians & drivers travelling north along Cobden Street & to residents standing
outside their Cobden Street terrace houses. Relocating the gate to this position where it is exposed to view
would deter delinquent behaviour near the gate; thus the security problem suffered by residents at Houses A,
B, C, would be ameliorated.
2. The new path linking the relocated gate to existing paths (see Sketchplan) means there would be no loss of a
Public Right of Way. Further footpaths could branch off from the relocated gate e.g. towards 99 Steps.
3. Permanent closure of the existing pedestrian gate,
without relocating it, would reduce the number of
visitors to BHC. The high visibility of the relocated
gate (an arched gate would make it even more
visible, see photo right) would increase the number
of visitors to BHC.
4. Presently, the view looking north down Cobden
Street ends with railings barring access to BHC.
The relocated gate, upgraded to Disability
Discrimination Act compliance standard &
designed to stop entry of motorbikes as far as
practicable, with BOGGART HOLE CLOUGH in
ironwork letters on an arch over the gate (see photo
right), would be an attractive, welcoming entrance
to BHC at the end of Cobden Street thereby
enhancing the neighbourhood.

18.3.2013, gate at Glen Avenue east.

5. No trees need to be felled in order to relocate the gate & create new footpaths as shown in the Sketchplan.
___
___
___
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Sketchplan below shows proposed relocation of Glen Avenue west pedestrian gate.

BHCCAT, if required, would help raise funds, e.g. apply for MCC Harpurhey ward CASH grant, to carry out
this proposal should it be approved by local Residents & Councillors & MCC Officers.
BHCCAT Secretary: Peter Milner – 01612035009 - peterfmilner@hotmail.com
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